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Abstract Collinear (small-angle) and large-angle, as well
as soft and hard radiations are investigated in three-jet and
Z + two-jet events collected in proton-proton collisions at the
LHC. The normalized production cross sections are mea-
sured as a function of the ratio of transverse momenta of
two jets and their angular separation. The measurements in
the three-jet and Z + two-jet events are based on data col-
lected at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 19.8 fb−1. The Z + two-jet
events are reconstructed in the dimuon decay channel of the
Z boson. The three-jet measurement is extended to include√
s = 13 TeV data corresponding to an integrated luminos-
ity of 2.3 fb−1. The results are compared to predictions from
event generators that include parton showers, multiple par-
ton interactions, and hadronization. The collinear and soft
regions are in general well described by parton showers,
whereas the regions of large angular separation are often
best described by calculations using higher-order matrix ele-
ments.
1 Introduction
Collimated streams of particles, produced in interactions of
quarks and gluons and reconstructed as jets, are described by
the theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD). Multijet events provide exemplary signatures in
high-energy collider experiments, and modeling their charac-
teristics plays an important role in precision measurements,
as well as in searches for new physics. The understanding of
the structure of multijet final states is therefore crucial for
analyses of those events.
Theoretical predictions for multijet events are based
on a matrix element (ME) expansion to a fixed pertur-
bative order, supplemented by the parton shower (PS)
approach to approximate higher-order perturbative contri-
butions. The ME expansion incorporates color correlations
between quarks and gluons, including interference terms, as
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well as kinematic correlations between the partons, without
any approximation at fixed perturbative order. Its applica-
tion is, however, currently limited to final states with less
than O(10) partons. The PS can simulate final states contain-
ing many partons, but with probabilities calculated using the
approximations of soft and collinear kinematics and partial
or averaged color structures. The best descriptions of multijet
final states are based on a combination of both approaches
[1–4]. Other features implemented in simulations, such as
multiple parton interactions (MPI) and hadronization, also
play an important role, e.g., in describing angular correla-
tions between jets [5–7].
In this paper, we investigate collinear (small-angle) and
large-angle radiation in different regions of jet transverse
momentum (pT) by concentrating on two different topolo-
gies, one using three-jet events and another with Z + two-
jet events. We label the hardest jet, or Z boson as j1, the
next hardest as j2, and the softest as j3. We introduce two
observables that are sensitive to the dynamic properties of
multijet final states. One observable is the pT ratio of j3 to
j2, pT3/pT2. The other observable is the angular distance
between the jet centers of j2 and j3 in the rapidity-azimuth
(y-φ) phase space, ΔR23 =
√
(y3 − y2)2 + (φ3 − φ2)2. The
definition of rapidity is y = ln √(E + pzc)/(E − pzc), and
the definitions of other kinematic variables are given in Ref.
[8]. As indicated in Fig. 1, we classify three-jet and Z + two-
jet events into different categories using these two observ-
ables:
(i) soft (pT3/pT2 < 0.3) or hard (pT3/pT2 > 0.6) radia-
tion, depending on the ratio pT3/pT2;
(ii) small-angle (ΔR23 < 1.0) or large-angle (ΔR23 >
1.0) radiation, depending on the angular separation
ΔR23.
According to these classifications, events in the soft and
small-angle radiation region, as shown in Fig. 1a, can only
be described if soft gluon resummation, e.g., in form of a
parton shower, is included, whereas events in the hard and
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Fig. 1 Four categories of parton radiation. a Soft and small-angle radi-
ation, b hard and small-angle radiation, c soft and large-angle radiation,
d hard and large-angle radiation
large-angle radiation region, as shown in Fig. 1d, would be
better described when including the ME calculations. The
events in Fig. 1b and c are also of interest, since they should
include effects from both the PS and ME.
We report on proton-proton (pp) collision data collected
at the CMS experiment containing three-jet events at center-
of-mass energies of 8 and 13 TeV, and Z + two-jet events
at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. The measurements are
compared to calculations based on a leading-order (LO) or
next-to-leading-order (NLO) ME supplemented with effects
from PS, MPI, and hadronization. The NLO ME descrip-
tions apply to the lowest parton multiplicities relevant to the
selected events: 2 jets for the three-jet analysis and Z+1j for
the Z + two-jet analysis. The measurements using three-jet
final states are complementary to those with Z + two-jet
events in a sense that different kinematic regions and initial-
state flavor compositions are being probed. The jets are also
fully color connected, while the Z boson is color neutral,
so color coherence effects should not appear so strongly in
Z + two-jet events.
The goal of the measurements is: (i) to untangle the differ-
ent features of the radiation in the collinear and large-angle
events; (ii) to investigate how well the PS approach describes
the hard and large-angle radiation patterns; and (iii) to illus-
trate how ME calculations can attempt to describe the soft
and collinear regions.
2 The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS detector is a superconducting
solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field
of 3.8 T. A silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate
crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and
scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of
a barrel and two endcap sections, reside within the volume
of the solenoid. Charged-particle trajectories are measured
in the tracker with full azimuthal acceptance within pseudo-
rapidities |η| < 2.5. The ECAL, which is equipped with a
preshower detector in the endcaps, and the HCAL cover the
region |η| < 3.0. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudora-
pidity coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors
to the region 3.0 < |η| < 5.2. Finally, muons are measured
up to |η| < 2.4 in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the
steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid. Events of interest
are selected using a two-tiered trigger system [9]. The first
level, composed of custom hardware processors, uses infor-
mation from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select
events at a rate of around 100 kHz within a fixed latency of
about 4 μs. The second level, known as the high-level trigger
(HLT), consists of a farm of processors running a version of
the full event reconstruction software optimized for fast pro-
cessing, and reduces the event rate to around 1 kHz before
data storage.
A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together
with a definition of the coordinate system and the kinematic
variables, is given in Ref. [8].
3 Event samples and selection
The data in this study were collected with the CMS detector
at the LHC using pp collisions at center-of-mass energies of 8
and 13 TeV. The
√
s = 8 TeV data, taken in 2012 during LHC
Run 1, correspond to an integrated luminosity of 19.8 fb−1,
and the
√
s = 13 TeV data, taken in 2015 during LHC Run
2, correspond to an integrated luminosity of 2.3 fb−1.
Particles are reconstructed and identified using a particle-
flow (PF) algorithm [10], that utilizes an optimized combi-
nation of information from the various elements of the CMS
detector. Jets are reconstructed by clustering the four-vectors
of the PF candidates with the infrared and collinear-safe
anti-kT clustering algorithm [11] using a distance parameter
Rjet = 0.5 (0.4) at √s = 8 (13) TeV. The clustering is per-
formed with the FastJet software package [12]. The jets are
ordered in pT and all events with additional jets are analyzed.
In addition, three-jet events use the charged-hadron subtrac-
tion (CHS) technique [10] to mitigate the effect of extraneous
pp collisions in the same bunch crossing (pileup, PU). The
CHS technique reduces the contribution to the reconstructed
jets from PU by removing tracks identified as originating
from PU vertices.
Muons are reconstructed using a simultaneous global fit
performed with the hits in the silicon tracker and the muon
system. They are required to pass standard identification cri-
teria [13,14] based on the minimum number of hits in each
detector, quality of the fit, and the consistency with the pri-
mary vertex by requiring the longitudinal (transverse) impact
parameters to be less than 0.5 (0.2) cm. The efficiency to
reconstruct and identify muons is greater than 95% over the
entire region of pseudorapidity covered by the CMS muon
system (|η| > 2.4). The overall momentum scale is mea-
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sured to a precision of 0.2% with muons from Z decays. The
transverse momentum resolution varies from 1 to 6% depend-
ing on pseudorapidity for muons with pT for a few GeV to
100 GeV and reaches 10% for 1 TeV muons [15]. Observed
distributions for muons are well reproduced by Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation. Corresponding scale factors for the differ-
ence between data and MC simulations are measured with
good accuracy [16]. Muons must be isolated from other activ-
ity in the tracker by requiring the pT sum of other tracks
within a cone of radius ΔR = √(Δη)2 + (Δφ)2 = 0.3 cen-
tered on the muon candidate, is less than 10% of the muon pT.
If the two muons with the highest pT in an event are within
the isolation cone of one another, the other muon candidate
is removed from the isolation sum of each muon.
Three-jet events are collected using single jet HLT require-
ments that are not pre-scaled. The
√
s = 8 (13) TeV data use
a 320 (450) GeV trigger pT threshold. In the offline analyses,
the pT threshold starts at 510 GeV for both sets of data. The
Z + two-jet events with the Z boson decaying into a pair of
muons are collected at
√
s = 8 TeV with a single-muon HLT
that requires a muon pT > 24 GeV and |η| < 2.1.
In the three-jet systems, the leading jet is required to have
a pT > 510 GeV, because of a decreasing efficiency for sin-
gle jet triggers below this value [9,17,18]. Events with at
least three jets of pT > 30 GeV are selected for further con-
sideration. The leading and subleading jets must be within
a rapidity range of |y| < 2.5, and the third jet is therefore
implicitly restricted to |y| < 4 by requiring ΔR23 < 1.5.
A dijet topology with an extra jet is selected by requiring
the difference in azimuthal angle between the first and sec-
ond jet to be π − 1 < Δφ12 < π . The missing transverse
momentum vector pmissT is defined as the projection onto the
plane perpendicular to the beam axis of the negative vector
sum of the momentum of all reconstructed PF objects in an
event. Its magnitude is referred to as pmissT . Events with a
pmissT divided by the scalar sum of all transverse momenta
> 0.3 are rejected to remove the contamination from Wor
Z boson decays [19–21]. To avoid an overlap between j2 and
j3, ΔR23 is required to be larger than the distance parameter
Rjet. We thus require ΔR23 to be larger than 0.6 (0.5) for√
s = 8 (13) TeV data. The maximum ΔR23 is set to 1.5 to
ensure that j3 is closer to j2 than to j1. We further require
that 0.1 < pT3/pT2 < 0.9 to avoid pT3 threshold effects
and to ensure pT ordering for hard radiation.
In Z + two-jet events, the Z boson is reconstructed from
a pair of oppositely charged, isolated muons with pT >
25 (5) GeV and |y| < 2.1 (2.4) for the leading (sublead-
ing) muon. Muons are required to be from primary vertex
with distance dr < 0.2 cm and dz < 0.5 cm. The dimuon
invariant mass is required to be 70 < mμ+μ− < 110 GeV
with the dimuon momentum satisfying pT1 > 80 GeV and
|y1| < 2. At least two jets are required in the final state with
the leading jet (labeled j2) satisfying pT2 > 80 GeV and
|y2| < 1 and the subleading jet (labeled j3) required to have
pT3 > 20 GeV with |y3| < 2.4. The distance between muons
from Z bosons and jets are requested to be more then 0.5. The
Z + two-jet topology is further restricted by requiring a dif-
ference in the azimuthal angle between the Z boson and j2
of Δφ12 > 2.
Table 1 shows a summary of the event selection require-
ments for both samples.
Generator jets are reconstructed from stable particles by
clustering the four-vectors with an anti-kT clustering algo-
rithm excluding neutrinos. The kinematical rerquirements
for muons and jets are the same as applied for reconstructed
objects. For Z + two-jet events, the distance between muons
from Z boson and jets must have ΔR > 0.5. The pmissT selec-
tion is not applied at the generator level for QCD multijet
events.
4 Theoretical models
Reconstructed data are compared to predictions from MC
event generators, where the generated events are passed
through a full detector simulation based on Geant4 [22]
and the simulated events are reconstructed using standard
CMS software. Reconstruction-level predictions are obtained
for three-jet events at
√
s = 8 TeV with the MadGraph
[23] software package matched to pythia 6 [24] with the
CTEQ6L1 [25] parton distribution function (PDF) set and
the Z2Star tune [26], as well as with standalone pythia 8.1
[27] with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set and the 4C [28] tune. At
13 TeV, MadGraph interfaced to pythia 8.2 [29] and stan-
dalone pythia 8.2 are used with the NNPDF2.3LO [30] PDF
set and the CUETP8M1 [31] tune. The sherpa [32] event
generator interfaced tocsshower++ [33] with the CT10 [34]
PDF set and the AMISIC++ [35] tune and MadGraph inter-
faced to pythia 6 with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set and the Z2Star
tune provide Z + two-jet events at 8 TeV. Table 2 summarizes
the event generator versions, PDF sets and tunes.
Results corrected to stable-particle level are compared to
predictions obtained with the models presented below. An
overview of these models is given in Table 3.
The pythia8 [29] event generator provides hard-scattering
events using a ME calculated at LO supplemented with PS.
These event samples are labeled as “pythia LO 2j+PS” for
the three-jet and as “pythia LO Z+1j+PS” for Z + two-
jet events. The PDF set NNPDF2.3LO and the CUETP8M1
parameter set for the simulation of the underlying event (UE)
are used with free parameters adjusted to measurements in
pp collisions at the LHC and proton-antiproton collisions at
the Fermilab Tevatron. The Lund string model [36] is applied
for the hadronization process.
The MadGraph5_amc@nlo event generator, labeled as
“MadGraph” in the following, is used to simulate hard pro-
cesses with up to 4 final-state partons at LO accuracy. It is
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Table 1 Phase space selection
for the three-jet and Z + two-jet
analyses
Three-jet events
Transverse momentum of the leading jet ( j1) pT1 > 510 GeV
Transverse momentum of each jet and rapidity of j1,2 pT > 30 GeV , |y1,2| < 2.5
Azimuthal angle difference between j1 and j2 π − 1 < Δφ12 < π
Transverse momentum ratio between j2 and j3 0.1 < pT3/pT2 < 0.9
Angular distance between j2 and j3 Rjet + 0.1 < ΔR23 < 1.5
Number of selected events at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV 777 618 (613 254)
Z + two-jet events
Transverse momentum of the Z boson ( j1) pT1 > 80 GeV, |y1| < 2
Transverse momentum and rapidity of j2 pT2 > 80 GeV , |y2| < 1
Transverse momentum and rapidity of j3 pT3 > 20 GeV, |y3| < 2.4
Azimuthal angle difference between Z and j2 2 < |Δφ12| < π
Dimuon mass 70 < mμ+μ− < 110 GeV
Angular distance between j3 and j2 0.5 < ΔR23 < 1.5
Number of selected events 15 466
Table 2 Event generator
versions, PDF sets, and tunes
used to produce MC samples at
reconstruction level
Event generator PDF set Tune
Three-jet events at
√
s = 8 TeV
MadGraph 5.1.3.30 + pythia 6.425 CTEQ6L1 Z2Star
pythia 8.153 CTEQ6L1 4C
Three-jet events at
√
s = 13 TeV
MadGraph 5.2.3.3 + pythia 8.219 NNPDF2.3LO CUETP8M1
pythia 8.219 NNPDF2.3LO CUETP8M1
Z + two-jet events
sherpa 1.4.0 + csshower++ CT10 AMISIC++
MadGraph 5.1.3.30 + pythia 6.425 CTEQ6L1 Z2Star
interfaced to pythia 8 with the CUETP8M1 tune and the
NNPDF2.3LO PDF set for the simulation of PS, hadroniza-
tion, and MPI, for three-jet, and to pythia 6 with the Z2Star
tune and the CTEQ6L1 PDF set for Z + two-jet events.
The three-jet sample is labeled as “MadGraph LO 4j+PS”
and the Z + two-jet sample is labeled as “MadGraph LO
Z+4j+PS”. The kT-MLM procedure [37] is used to match
jets from the ME and PS with a matching scale of 10 GeV.
Predictions are also included using the powheg box
library [38–40], with the CT10 NLO [34] PDFs and with
the pythia 8 CUETP8M1 tune applied to simulate PS, MPI,
and hadronization. The powheg generator is run in the dijet
mode [41] providing an NLO 2 → 2 calculation, labeled as
“powheg NLO 2j+PS”. The matching between the powheg
ME calculations and the pythia UE [31] simulation is per-
formed using the shower-veto procedure (UserHook option
2 [29]).
The sherpa software package is used to simulate Z + two-
jet events. The hard process is calculated at LO for a ME
with up to four final-state partons and the CT10 PDF set is
used. This sample is labeled as “sherpa LO Z+4j+PS”. The
sherpa generator has its own PS [33], hadronization, and
MPI tune [35].
Finally, the MadGraph5_amc@nlo generator is also
used in the mc@nlo mode, providing a Z + one-jet ME at
NLO accuracy. This event generator is interfaced to pythia8,
using the CUETP8M1 tune and the NNPDF3.0NLO [42]
PDF set, to produce Z + two-jet events. The sample is labeled
as “amc@nlo NLO Z+1j+PS”.
The background from W, Z, top quark, and diboson pro-
duction for the three-jet analysis is negligible and not fur-
ther considered. The main background for Z + two-jet events
comes from tt, single top, and diboson production. The tt,
ZZ, and WZ events are simulated with MadGraph 5.1.3.30
+ pythia 6.425 using the same tune and PDF set as for gen-
erating Z + two-jet samples. WW events are generated with
pythia 6.425 with CTEQ6L1 PDF set and Z2Star tune. Sin-
gle top events are generated with powheg (CT10 PDF set,
Z2Star tune).
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Table 3 MC event generators and version numbers, parton-level processes, PDF sets, and UE tunes used for the comparison with measurements
Event generator Parton-level process PDF set Tune
Three-jet events
pythia 8.219 LO 2j+PS NNPDF2.3LO CUETP8M1
MadGraph 5.2.3.3 + pythia 8.219 LO 4j+PS NNPDF2.3LO CUETP8M1
powheg 2 + pythia 8.219 NLO 2j+PS CT10 NLO CUETP8M1
Z + two-jet events
pythia 8.219 LO Z+1j+PS NNPDF2.3LO CUETP8M1
MadGraph 5.1.3.30 + pythia 6.425 LO Z+4j+PS CTEQ6L1 Z2Star
sherpa 1.4.0 + csshower++ LO Z+4j+PS CT10 AMISIC++
amc@nlo + pythia 8.223 NLO Z+1j+PS NNPDF30_nlo_nf_5_pdfas CUETP8M1
5 Data correction and study of systematic uncertainties
To facilitate the comparison of data with theory, the data
are unfolded from reconstruction to stable-particle level,
defined by a mean decay length larger than 1 cm, so that
measurement effects are removed and that the true distri-
butions in the observables are determined. The unfolding is
performed using the D’Agostini algorithm [43] as imple-
mented in the RooUnfold software package [44] for three-
jet events, while the singular value decomposition method
[45] is used for Z + two-jet events. The response matrices are
obtained from the full detector simulation using MadGraph
for three-jet events and sherpa for Z + two-jet events.
We estimate the influence of tt, single top, and diboson
backgrounds by adding generated events produced with event
generator MadGraph LO Z+4j+PS and comparing the pre-
dictions for the observables pT3/pT2 and ΔR23 using the
same generator without the backgrounds. For tt production
with fully leptonic decay and dibosons the probability of j3
emission increases from 2% (soft radiation) to 10% (hard
radiation) depending on the phase space. For semileptonic
and hadronic decays and single top production the change is
negligible. Since the background effect is comparable to the
systematic uncertainties, it is not included in the theoretical
estimations and it is not subtracted from the data.
The distributions are normalized to the integral of the spec-
tra for three-jet events and to the number of inclusive Z +
one-jet events in the Z + two-jet analysis. The Z + two-jet
analysis normalization thus reflects the probability to have
more than one jet in the event.
Systematic uncertainties associated to the jet energy scale
(JES) calibration, the jet energy resolution (JER), PU model-
ing, model dependence, as well as the unfolding method, are
estimated. Muon-related uncertainties (single muon trigger
efficiency, muon isolation, muon scale and resolution) for the
Z + two-jet channel are negligible with respect to other sys-
tematic sources. The treatment of the uncertainty depends on
the uncertainty source and is estimated separately for each
bin (see below). The overall uncertainty for each bin is esti-
mated summing in quadrature uncertainties from the various
sources.
The systematic uncertainty from the JES is 0.15 (0.24)%
at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV for the three-jet case and 5–10% for
the Z + two-jet events. The JER observed in data differs
from that obtained from simulation and simulated jets are
therefore smeared to obtain the same resolution as in the data
[46]. The systematic uncertainty from JER is estimated by
varying the simulated JER uncertainty up and down by one
standard deviation, which results in a systematic uncertainty
of 0.16 (0.12)% at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV for three-jet and 2–3%
for Z + two-jet events. When the distributions of Z + two-
jet events are normalized to the integrals of the histograms,
instead of the number of Z + one-jet events, the systematic
uncertainties due to the JES and JER decrease to 0.3–0.5%,
except for the pT3/pT2 shape, which is still sensitive to the
JES with changes of up to 3%.
The distribution in the number of primary vertices is sen-
sitive to the PU difference between data and simulation. To
estimate the uncertainty due to the PU modeling, the number
of PU events in simulation is changed by shifting the total
inelastic cross section by ±5% [47]. The resulting PU uncer-
tainties are 0.10 (0.17)% at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV for the three-jet
and 1% for the Z + two-jet events.
The dependence on the event generator used for the
unfolding is estimated with MC event samples from Mad-
Graph and pythia for three-jet, and sherpa and Mad-
Graph for the Z + two-jet events. The means of both sets
of unfolded data are used as the nominal values. This uncer-
tainty is ≈ 1.1 (0.25)% at √s = 8 (13) TeV for the three-jet
and 1% for the Z + two-jet events, which is half of the differ-
ence between the results obtained with the respective event
generators. The difference in the results is due to statistical
fluctuations from the limited number of events in the MC
simulation.
Table 4 summarizes the systematic uncertainties in the
measurements.
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Source three-jet 8/13 TeV Z + two-jet 8 TeV
Jet energy scale 0.15/0.24 5–10
Jet energy resolution 0.16/0.12 2–3
Pileup 0.1/0.17 1
Unfolding and model dependence 1.1/0.25 1
The systematic uncertainties from various sources are sim-
ilar for the three-jet samples at
√
s = 8 and 13 TeV, except
for unfolding and model dependence at
√
s = 8 TeV. The
systematic uncertainties between the three-jet and Z + two-jet
analysis cannot be compared directly because each analysis
uses a different normalization and also differs in statistical
significance. The JES uncertainty is especially sensitive to
the jet pT range, and the Z + two-jet phase space has a lower
pT threshold than the one used in the three-jet events.
The figures of Sect. 6 show the total systematic uncertainty
as a band in the panels displaying the ratio of predictions over
data.
6 Results
We compare the distributions in the ratio pT3/pT2 in data
to predictions for events with small-angle (ΔR23 < 1.0)
and large-angle radiation (ΔR23 > 1.0). We also com-
pare the ΔR23 distributions in data to predictions with soft
(pT3/pT2 < 0.3) and hard radiation (pT3/pT2 > 0.6). The
events with 0.3 < pT3/pT2 < 0.6 are not used in the com-
parisons for the ΔR23 observable because we focus on the
limits in soft and hard radiation. This classification is sum-
marized in Fig. 1, within the phase space defined in Table 1.
The data measurements are provided at the Durham High
Energy Physics Database (HEPData) [48].
The uncertainties in the PDF and in the renormalization
and factorization scales are investigated for the powheg
and amc@nlo models. Other theoretical predictions are
expected to have comparable uncertainties. The PDF uncer-
tainties are calculated as recommended in PDF4LHC [49]
following the description of the PDF sets: for CT10 using
the Hessian approach; and for NNPDF using MC replicas.
The renormalization and factorization scales are varied by
a factor 2 up and down, excluding the (2,1/2) and (1/2,2)
cases. Finally, the theoretical uncertainties are obtained as
the quadratic sum of the PDF variance and the envelope of
the scale variations, and displayed as a band around the the-




s = 8 TeV measurements of pT3/pT2 in
Fig. 2 and of ΔR23 in Fig. 3, and compare them to theoreti-
cal expectations. In Figs. 4 and 5 the distributions are given
for
√
s = 13 TeV. Figure 2 (upper) shows the pT3/pT2 dis-
tribution for the small ΔR23 region. All predictions show
significant deviations from the measurements. Interestingly,
the LO 4j+PS prediction shows different behavior compared
with LO 2j+PS and NLO 2j+PS. We see that the number of
partons in the ME calculation and the merging method with
the PS in the present simulations lead to different predictions.
In Fig. 2 (lower) the pT3/pT2 distribution is shown for large
ΔR23. This region of phase space is well described by the
LO 4j+PS calculations, while the LO 2j+PS and NLO 2j+PS
predictions show large deviations from the measurements.
In Fig. 3, the ΔR23 distribution is shown for two regions of
pT3/pT2. Figure 3 (upper) shows pT3/pT2 < 0.3. The pre-
dictions from LO 2j+PS and NLO 2j+PS describe the mea-
surement well, while the prediction from LO 4j+PS shows
a larger deviation from the data. In Fig. 3 (lower) the ΔR23
distribution is shown for pT3/pT2 > 0.6. In contrast to Fig. 3
(upper), the predictions for distributions from LO 2j+PS
differ from the measurement, whereas the predictions from
NLO 2j+PS and LO 4j+PS agree well with it. This indicates
that in this region the contribution from higher-multiplicity
ME calculations supplemented with PS should be included.
The same comparisons are performed for the
√
s = 13 TeV
measurements as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. A similar behavior
is observed for
√
s = 8 TeV. In conclusion, none of the simu-
lations simultaneously describes to simultaneously describe
both the pT3/pT2 and the ΔR23 distributions in three-jet
events.
6.2 Z + two-jet selection
The measurement of pT3/pT2 for Z + two-jet events is pre-
sented in Fig. 6 for data at
√
s = 8 TeV. All distribu-
tions are normalized to the selected number of Z + one-jet
events. All predictions from pythia, sherpa, MadGraph,
and amc@nlo agree with data within the uncertainties of
the measurement except for the phase space region with hard
radiation.
Figure 7 shows the measurement as a function of ΔR23.
The amc@nlo prediction deviates from the data at high
ΔR23 and small pT3/pT2, while pythia, sherpa, Mad-
Graph, and amc@nlo describe the shape of the distribution
in the high-pT3/pT2 range, but underestimate the data due
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Fig. 2 Three-jet events at
√
s = 8 TeV compared to theory: (upper)
pT3/pT2 for small-angle radiation (ΔR23 < 1.0), (lower) pT3/pT2 for
large-angle radiation (ΔR23 > 1.0)
to a smaller contribution from production of j3. This feature
is based on the normalization of Z + two-jet distributions by
the number of inclusive Z + one-jet events selected.
Figures 8 and 9 compare the event distributions with pre-
dictions from pythia 8 with the final-state PS and MPI
switched off. The initial-state PS was kept, because one of
the jets must originate from PS when Z + two-jet events are
selected. Multiple parton interactions play a very minor role,
while the final-state PS in pythia 8 is very important. When























































































































Fig. 3 Three-jet events at
√
s = 8 TeV and comparison to theoretical
predictions: (upper) ΔR23 for soft radiation (pT3/pT2 < 0.3), (lower)
ΔR23 for hard radiation (pT3/pT2 > 0.6)
from the initial-state PS are kept with a tendency to be close
to each other in ΔR23.
In general, the measurements with Z + two-jet events
are well described by all theoretical predictions, except for
the underestimation of the j3 emission. The contribution of
background from tt production and dibosons can partially
compensate the lack of the j3 emission. The contribution
of the background (tt production with fully leptonic decay
and dibosons) increases the probability of j3 emission from
2% (soft radiation) to 10% (hard radiation) depending on the
phase space region. The effect of the other processes (tt pro-
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Fig. 4 Three-jet events at
√
s = 13 TeV compared to theory: (upper)
pT3/pT2 for small-angle radiation (ΔR23 < 1.0), (lower) pT3/pT2 for
large-angle radiation (ΔR23 > 1.0)
duction with semileptonic and hadronic decays, single top
production) is negligible. In comparison with the three-jet
measurements, we observe significant differences; only in
the region of large ΔR23 and large pT3/pT2 (hard and large-
angle radiation) do the theoretical predictions agree with the
measurement. The accessible range in pT is rather small
in Z + two-jet events because of the limit in the pT of the
Z bosons (pT1 > 80 GeV), while the three-jet selection, on
the contrary, can have a rather large range (pT1 > 510 GeV).
This may explain why the region of small pT3/pT2 is better























































































































Fig. 5 Three-jet events at
√
s = 13 TeV and comparison to theoretical
predictions: (upper) ΔR23 for soft radiation (pT3/pT2 < 0.3), (lower)
ΔR23 for hard radiation (pT3/pT2 > 0.6)
addition, the large-angle radiation is best described by fixed-
order ME calculations.
In conclusion, the Z + two-jet measurement has a differ-
ent distribution in pT3/pT2, which originates from the dif-
ferent kinematic selection criteria relative to three-jet events,
thus reducing the sensitivity in the soft and collinear region.
Within the available phase space, the measurements are in
reasonable agreement with both PS and ME calculations,
apart from the emission of j3 in the high-pT3/pT2 region.
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Fig. 6 Z + two-jet events at
√
s = 8 TeV compared to theory: (upper)
pT3/pT2 for small-angle radiation (ΔR23 < 1.0), (lower) pT3/pT2 for
large-angle radiation (ΔR23 > 1.0)
7 Summary
Two kinematic variables are introduced to quantify the radi-
ation pattern in multijet events: (i) the transverse momentum
ratio (pT3/pT2) of two jets, and (ii) their angular separation
(ΔR23). The variable pT3/pT2 is used to distinguish between
soft and hard radiation, while ΔR23 classifies events into
small- and large-angle radiation types. Events with three or
more energetic jets as well as inclusive Z + two-jet events are
selected for study using data collected at
√
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Fig. 7 Z + two-jet events at
√
s = 8 TeV compared to theory: (upper)
ΔR23 for soft radiation (pT3/pT2 < 0.3), (lower) ΔR23 for hard radi-
ation (pT3/pT2 > 0.6)
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.8 fb−1. Three-jet
events at
√
s = 13 TeV corresponding to an integrated lumi-
nosity of 2.3 fb−1 are also analyzed. No significant depen-
dence on the center-of-mass energy is observed in the differ-
ential distributions of pT3/pT2 and ΔR23.
Overall, large-angle radiation (largeΔR23) and hard radia-
tion (large pT3/pT2) are well described by the matrix element
(ME) calculations (using LO 4j+PS formulations), while the
parton shower (PS) approach (LO 2j+PS and NLO 2j+PS)
fail to describe the regions of large-angle and hard radia-
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Fig. 8 Z + two-jet events at
√
s = 8 TeV compared to theoretical
predictions from pythia 8 without initial-state parton showers (IPS),
final-state parton showers (FPS), and MPI: (upper) pT3/pT2 for small-
angle radiation (ΔR23 < 1.0), (lower) pT3/pT2 for large-angle radia-
tion (ΔR23 > 1.0)
tion. The collinear region (small ΔR23) is not well described;
LO 2j+PS, NLO 2j+PS, and LO 4j+PS distributions show
deviations from the measurements. In the soft region (small
pT3/pT2), the PS approach describes the measurement also
in the large-angle region (full range in ΔR23), while for
large pT3/pT2 higher-order ME contributions are needed
to describe the three-jet measurements. The distributions in
Z + two-jet events are reasonably described by all tested gen-





























































































































Fig. 9 Z + two-jet events at
√
s = 8 TeV and comparison to the-
oretical predictions from pythia 8 without initial-state parton show-
ers (IPS), final-state parton showers (FPS), and MPI: (upper) ΔR23
for soft radiation (pT3/pT2 < 0.3), (lower) ΔR23 for hard radiation
(pT3/pT2 > 0.6).
emission at large pT3/pT2 both in the collinear and large-
angle regions, for all of the tested models. Contribution from
tt and dibosons production may partially cover the difference.
These results illustrate how well the collinear/soft, and large-
angle/hard regions are described by different approaches.
The different kinematic regions and initial-state flavor com-
position may be the reason why the three-jet measurements
are less consistent with the theoretical predictions relative
to the Z + two-jet final states. These results clearly indicate
123
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that the methods of merging ME with PS calculations are
not yet optimal for describing the full region of phase space.
The measurements presented here serve as benchmarks for
future improved predictions coming from ME calculations
combined with parton showers.
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